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Meeting Minutes 

 

I. Agenda [12:33PM]:  

II. Survey, Play Days [12:35PM]:  
a. Pleasanton Pride found the location was too far to go, with players in other 

sports. Liked the jamboree format, very well done, with the USL coaching. Would 

have liked a minimum of three games.  
b. Skyline had a similar challenge for 8U/10U -- too far to go to Napa.  
c. 8U/10U Commissioner-Connie Cady (Folsom) liked the workshops for new 

players and coaches. 
d. Oakland thinks it will be hard to find a suitable common location; maybe multiple 

mini-days, a format that could support 3--4 teams on one field on one day. They 

couldn’t make it to Petaluma. Treasure Island works for them; start of the season 

it’s hard to go a long distance; end of the season works better. Oakland hosted a 

5v5 tournament which worked well for them.  
e. Girls Director notes that play days are mostly for training officials; may need 

different products to help train coaches and players separate from training 

officials.  
f. Scorpions (and Others) like the sound of this as a way to reduce travel while 

meeting needs.  
g. Pleasanton says that boys' teams have same issues related to travel. 

III. Survey, Jamborees [12:47PM]:  

a. Pride says that they are too far away, little interest in driving that far. Scheduling 

two games/weekend worked for the families.  
b. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer notes that Jamborees have been offered in the 

last two years, numbers reduced to four this season. They are costly.  
c. Berkeley says that the way the schedule worked out; their games spanned the 

whole day; a three-hour block in the middle -- what to do?  

d. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer asks about a round-robin format: would that 

work? A Jamboree is really like a tournament, which is why there can be gaps. 



Berkeley said that a 1 to 2-hour gap would be OK; 3 or more hours was a little 

much.  
e. WC Warriors notes that times were chosen at the scheduling meeting -- didn’t 

that lock times?  
f. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer explained that as teams added in, the original 

schedule had to be adjusted, to make room for the ‘new’ teams, and to help 

teams play opponents who they wouldn’t normally get to play. Still working on the 

best way to schedule Jamborees. 
g. Scorpions suggests that NCJLA revisit the goal of the Jamborees -- are they 

meeting the need? Instead of an incremental tweak, may need to revisit. Pride 

says that the gap for them was jamboree location [not the concept of jamborees]. 

For 8U/10U, traveling far doesn’t work for the families.  
h. Pride wonders if mini-jamborees are possible? 
i. Pride families liked round-robin scheduling over jamborees.  

j. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer notes that a jamboree is supposed to be 

regional, and is intended to fill in schedules. 
IV. NorCal [1:00PM]: USL notes that an official crisis is looming, due to ageing out and 

sportsmanship issues. This is likely to be compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Really need a great pipeline of youth officials; they become adult officials. Recruit 

officials who already officiate, say, basketball; recruit a parent and their child. Grant 

cycle opens up in August for the 2021 season. 
V. Scheduling [1:13PM]:  

a. Pride notes that COVID-19 may prevent having a large group in a room in 

January; is there a backup plan?  
b. Alameda doesn’t get field confirmation until January.  
c. Oakland prefers January.  OLC also loves online scheduling, would do it all that 

way if that was an option. Neutral on scheduling A/HS before B/youth. OLC is in 

favor of anything that involves LESS League Athletics 
d. Pride notes that parents like to know the schedule early, but clubs were looking 

for games to be changed as late as a few days before lock, which was well after 

the scheduling meeting -- hard to recall decisions accurately after that time. 
e. Pride says that the bigger problem is conference vs. non-conference; conference 

selection seems arbitrary. Round-robin with convenient teams is hard if the 

teams are non-conference. Notes challenges with A teams: seven teams, two 

conferences, couldn’t schedule as desired, ended up with gaps. 
f. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin notes that conference selection is in part based on 

location and team strength. The conference vs. non-conference rules are 

guidelines, not hard requirements. 

g. Lamorinda supports Pride. Couldn’t schedule games with local teams, making 

scheduling harder. Wants ability to schedule local teams rather than far away 

teams. Scorpions sees the same issues with B teams.  
h. Scorpions prefers scheduling A early, in December, even if B teams move to 

January. 

i. Skyline notes that getting field space is challenging, so earlier is better. 
j. WC Warriors would like a tech solution, and would prefer to know who the 

conference is more than 2--3 days in advance. Following a system similar to High 

School, with a fixed schedule for league games, open up for non-conference 



after that is published; aim to play local, within a 10-mile radius, teams that are 

well known to all the clubs involved.  
k. Lamorinda agrees.  

l. Pleasanton Pride also likes the idea of being able to schedule games within their 

local regions. 
m. NCJLA Board Member-Kelly French Pleasanton Pride notes that centralized 

scheduling is made more difficult by the number of [special?] requests. It can be 

done, but at the cost of the ability to choose.  
n. WC Warriors noted a system from a few years back where the conference had to 

be done first, before out-of-conference, and wondered what kind of requests are 

made?  
o. Kelly French noted that spring break spreads out over a month, which is 

challenging; individual coaches are working around non-lacrosse constraints 

(e.g., weddings, soccer). Possible to meld recording all constraints and find a 

schedule -- just time consuming; possibly Zoom meetings with breakout rooms 

could be a way forward. 
p. WC Warriors asks if the clubs can make their own conferences?  
q. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer says that this is being considered, notes 

possibility of special conferences, e.g., travel conference. 
r. Pride asks what the purpose of the conferences is, how are they formed?  

s. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer says a factor was matching strength scores. 

Few constraints, listed in scheduling appendix.  
t. Pride suggests that having larger conferences could work.  
u. Lamorinda notes that they want to play local; having to play out-of-area can lead 

to not being able to play local, e.g., if Marin can only play on a day that they 

could go play local teams.  
v. WC Warriors suggests having the ability to make a local conference, from local 

club agreement.  
w. Pride suggests adding an explicit travel rule, e.g., play two teams more than 10 

miles away. Could achieve the same goals in a more acceptable, flexible way. 
x. NCJLA Board Member- Kelly French notes that NCJLA has conferences to 

ensure that outlier clubs get games. This isn’t an issue for clubs along the “680 

corridor”, but NCJLA has other clubs to consider. 
VI. Scheduling Spreadsheet Template vs Online Input [1:41PM]:  

a. Pride doesn’t like online templates. Who should enter the middle games, for 

example? Thinks that submitting a spreadsheet wouldn’t give a ‘live’ view, which 

is critical to avoiding schedule gaps (such as not entering the middle game in a 

round-robin).  
b. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer notes that scheduler training aims to address 

that point; the spreadsheet would provide some validation and checking. 
c. Berkeley asks if the online sheet would be alongside or instead of?  
d. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer say instead of, but we don’t really know yet. 

Oakland prefers anything that uses less League Athletics. 

e. Kelly French wonders if there would be a verification process? How would 

conflicts be identified and resolved? Would there be a way for, say, WC Warriors 

to verify a particular game? 



f. NCJLA Treasurer/ GHS Commissioner Kyle Kennedy notes that we’re really 

aiming to talk about the process, not the implementation of how the process is 

implemented (of which there are many choices).  
g. Kelly French thinks that most people probably work from a spreadsheet anyway; 

more an issue of private vs. public. 
h. Livermore noted that the scheduler training wasn’t very helpful; didn’t account for 

what really happens. 
VII. Regional conferences [1:47PM]:  

a. Note that NCJLA is assuming Stage V (regional play), not Stage IV (local play).  

b. Pride thinks that roster flexibility would help travel; getting the regular roster for a 

30--40-mile trip is challenging. 
VIII. Home and Away Rules [1:52PM]:  

a. Pride notes that some clubs have limited access to home fields, so making home 

requirements would be hard.  
b. Berkeley had a lot of home field space.  

c. Pride notes that the quality of the schedule depends on the experience of the 

scheduler. Simplifying the process would lead to better outcomes. 
d. Berkeley found that teams were scheduling ahead of the meeting; as new 

schedulers, they felt blindsided because they followed the rules. 
e. Pride thinks that it’s impossible to complete scheduling in the one meeting, which 

is why clubs schedule with pre-planning. The A scheduling process works well for 

home games; could work at B. 
f. Oakland wonders if a club could be a host (and not play) and get credit. 

IX. Coach Education [2:04PM]:  
a. Pride likes the USL training attached to events, e.g., play day.  
b. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer asks if clubs can provide data on the training 

they need.  
c. Pride noted that this last season they had to beg coaches back, but had been 

good on coach education. Hard to predict for next season, due to COVID-19.  
d. Oakland thinks that a whole day of in-person vs. online rather than online and in-

person would be more attractive.  
e. Oakland also has experience with UP2US Sports, which is a wonderful 

organization. 
f. Pride would like to see more USL training for experienced training, like more 

Level 3. Probably need to see numbers in December to be able to confirm 

training.  
g. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer notes that USL Level 1 and Level 2 are 

effectively new and very useful. 
h. WC Warriors notes that the timing of training courses typically collide with season 

dates, e.g., practice times, so coaches don’t go. Having courses earlier would 

help. Treating clubs as a region would help communication and make things 

more efficient/effective.  
i. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer notes that there is a movement toward 

regional commissioners instead of age-level. 
j. Oakland would like to see diversity/anti-racism videos;  
k. WC Warriors and Alameda agreed. 

X. Sample Club Operations Manual [2:16PM]:   



a. WC Warriors notes that they have mentored new clubs and are willing to 

continue doing so. 
b. Overall positive feedback from clubs that have used the guide 

XI. Google Calendar [2:20PM]:  
a. Diablo Scorpions asks about NCJLA checking in on clubs to help ensure that 

best practices are being followed.  
b. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer says that NCJLA provides the material, but is 

not planning to audit.  
c. Pride noted that the calendar wasn’t so useful, but could have been due to high 

workload. 
XII. Coach Recruiting Rules [2:23PM]:  

a. Pride asks if this is an issue?  
b. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer clarifies that this is an issue in some areas, not 

others. More an issue for non-parent coaches, and recruit their old players when 

they move.  

c. Pride says that the NCJLA language seems overly strict, and should probably be 

handled as part of a coach contract, not by NCJLA. 
d. Livermore says that a similar thing has happened there, due to lack of an A team; 

the players moved to other clubs. Lamorinda thinks that within the East Bay area, 

it seems to be a non-issue, perhaps because the local clubs talk to each other.  

e. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer says that NCJLA is looking to protect clubs.  
f. WC Warriors suggests that there is also an issue with coaches who are asked to 

leave, like parent coaches.  
g. NCJLA Girls Director-Erin Kramer clarified that the proposed language should 

support this. 
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